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Sub: Complaint with regard to Short Claim against "MNR" meter
Pertaining to RR No.120309.**

It is hereby brought to tf," .roti".- urrd ."Or."ted before this Hon,ble
Authority that,

This Authority is constituted as a system of mutual checks and balances
aimed at preventing abuses of power to the detriment of a free society. This
independence is that, this Authority in deciding particular cases will exercise its
professional responsibilities without being influenced by its Executive, the
legislature or any other inappropriate sources. only an independent Authority is
able to render justice impartially on the basis of law, thereby also protecting the
human rights and fundamental freedoms of the individual. For the essential
task to be fulfrlled efficiently, we have full conlidence in the ability of this
Authority that it will carrJr out its function in this independent and impartial
manner,

consequently, the principle of Independence of this Authority was not
invented for the personal benelit but was created to protect human beings
against abuses of power. It follows that this Authority cannot act arbitrarily in
any way by deciding cases according to its own personal presences, but its duty
is and remains to apply the Law.

In the instant case it is evident by the record that, the installation
bearing RR No. l2o3o9 is serviced in the name of shri Mohan S Dalbanjan at
vidyanagar Hubli with a sanctioned Load of l.o Kw, domestic installation in
nature, since then the consumer is enjoying the electricity supplied and
regularly paying the energz bill as and when provided by the licensee.

It evident by the record that the licensee has issued average bills from
july 2015 to May 2016 due to failure of Enerry meter, it is believed that this
Authority is aware of the KERC Regulation which says that in case the enerry
meter becomes faulty or reading is not displayed, it will be the obligatory duty of
the licensee to replace the faulty enerry meter with good enerry meter.
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27.04 ME"IER NOT RECORDING

(i) During the inspection/testing by the Licensee, if tJle meter is found to be
not recording (for any reasons other than tampering) the Consumer shall be
billed for a period of not more than six billing months preceding the date of
inspection/testing and up to the date of replacement or rectification of the meter
on the basis of the average energ/ consumption of the immediately preceding
3(three) billing months when the meter was recording properly in addition to
demand/ fixed charges.
From reading the above regulation it emerges that the licensee ought to have
considered the demand recorded in the immediate preceding months i.e Jan-15
to Nov-15 the enerry meter of the installation was running good in this period
therefore it would be just and proper to consider the demand recorded of this
period instead of incurring exorbitant adhoc bills.

27.04 lviil All meters not recording shall be replaced or repaired within a
maximum period of 15 days from the date of report by the Consumer/employees
of the Licensee. In case the same is not done, the Licensee shall pay a rebate of
5 7o on the monthly enerry bills issued as per the applicable clauses of the
above table after the expiry of the above 15 day's period till the meter is
replaced.

There is a stipulated time frame to replace the MNR meter; since the
licensee has failed to replace the same the consumer is eligible for rebate of 57o

on the monthly energr bills.
KERC (Licensee'a Standard of Performance) Regulations 2OO4 Schedule I
(6) Meter Complalats
Replace slow, creeping or stuck meters, indicate maximum time limit for
rendering service is within 10 davs.
In this case the licensee has failed and also shown undue negligence in
replacing the faulty enerry meter within the prescribed time, which on later date
has lead to reflect huge bills.

The regulation also mandates the licensee that the faulty meter should
be replaced with in a period of 10 days, in this case the licensee has not
provided the enerry meter even after Twenty Eight clear months at last; in order

to shield its inefficiency the licensee has raised a short claim, therefore the
licensee concerned individual has failed to follow the guidelines incorporated in
the Conditions of Supply.

In similar case the Punjab State Commission has imposed a whopping
Rs 1,00,000/- as penalty for the "dela/ has not only caused uunnecessary

harassment" to the consumer but has also resulted in revenue loss. The

commlssron in its order has observed "non-compliance of Standard of
Performance is not only default of individual official or officer but is the result of
overall unscientific and defective policy of the distribution licensee regarding
procurement of meters and absence of suitable mechanism for expeditious
replacement of defective or burnt mete/.
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Inspire of regular meter reading the licensee took the matter very casually

making mockery of the "Standard of Performance" laid down by the commission.
The provisional notice is served to us on 18.02.2017 without any calculation
sheet; when the same was requested to the sub divisional engineer has refused
and thus passed a final order without any hearing, since this case suffer from
non availability of complete information. It would be just and proper to direct
the licensee to provide the calculation sheet to interpret and to present the case
before tfiis Authority.

In view of the above it is hereby requested to consider the objection on
merits in the interest of justice.
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FORM A

Application of filing the complaint with the consumer Grievance Redressal Forum.

Mohan S Dalbanjan1 Name of the Complainant

C/o Tushar M Baddi

"Arihant Park" Keshwapu r Hubli
Full address of the complainant2

12 03093 RR No,

AEE CSD-1 HESCOM Dharw-ad flubli4 Name of the Licensee.

Violation of KERC Reg.27.04(i), (vii)

SOP Reg.2004 Schedule l(6)

KERC
5 Details of complaint /greiva nce.

Yes
Details of lntimation of Greivance by the
consumer to the Licensee

Copy Enclosed7
Weather any reply has been received from

the Licensee.

A) To call for records.

B) To direct the respondent to strictly comply with
the provisions of the KERC Regulations and Act

specified thereunder.
C) To award cost as this Authority deems fit in the

interest of .iustice and equity.

D) To grant rebate as specified under KERC Reg.

27.O4(vii\. E)

To revise the bill as per the consumption reflected

in the calender month as per KERC Reg. 27.0a (i).

8

Nature of relief sought

1. Asst Exe Engineer (Ele) CSD l HESCOM Hubli ltr
no. 3967-68 Dt. L8.O2.2077. 2.

Our objection submitted to the Asst Exe Engineer

(Ele) CSD-1 HESCOM Hubli Dt. 75.O3.2OL7.

3. Asst Exe Engineer (Ele) CSD l HESCOM Hubli Dt.

22.06.2077.
9

List of documents enclosed
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Date

Hubli

Declaration
l/We the complainant/s herein declare that:

the information furnished herein above is true to the best of my/our knowledge,information and

belief.

l/We have not concealed or misrepresented any fact stated in aforesaid columns and the documents

submitted herewith

l/We have not brought the subject matter of the present complaint before this forum earlier.

the subject matter of the present complaint has not been decided by any forum/court/arbitrator or
any other a uthority.

$.or.zorrr,
fl,'t

Signature of the complainant
Mohan S Dalbanjan

Nomination

l/We the above named Consumer hereby nominate Shri.Tushar M Baddi and whose address is

Near SBI Keshwapur Hubli. as my/our representative in the proceedings and confirm that any

statement, acceptance or rejection made by him/her shall be binding on me/us. He/She has

signed below in my presence.

ntAc ed

Tu ar M Baddi
Signature of the complaina

Mohan S Dalbanjan

/n 't D^-l-^-"-"-' '^--,
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Fro m

Mohan S Da lbanjan
C/o Tushar M Baddi
Arihant Park Keshwapur
Hubli.

To

The Chairman/ Members
CGRF HESCOM

Hubli.

Sir

Sub: Complaint with regard to Short Claim against "MNR" meter
pertaining to RR No.120309.

Ref: 1. Provisional Notice No 3957-68 Dt18.O2.2017
2. Our objection to the AEE CSD 1 HESCOM Hubli Dt. 15.03.17
3. AEE CSD1 HESCOM Hubli final bill Dt. 22.06.2017.

It is hereby brought to the notice and requested before this Hon'ble

Authority that,

This Authority is constituted as a system of mutual checks and balances

aimed at preventing abuses of power to the detriment of a free society. This

independence is that, this Authority in deciding particular cases will exercise its

professional responsibilities without being influenced by its Executive, the

legislature or any other inappropriate sources. Only an independent Authority is

able to render juslice importiolly on the basis of law, thereby also protecting the

human rights and fundamental freedoms of the individual. For the essential task

to be fulfilled efficiently, we have full confidence in the ability of this Authority

that it will carry out its function in this independent and impartial manner.

Consequently, the principle of lndependence of this Authority was not

invented for the personal benefit but was created to protect human beings
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against abuses of power. lt follows that this Authority cannot act arbitrarily in any

way by deciding cases according to its own personal preferences, but its duty is

and remoins to apply the Law.

ln the instant case it is evident by the record that, the installation bearing

RR No. 120309 is serviced in the name of Shri Mohan S Dalbanjan at Vidyanagar

Hubli with a sanctioned Load of 1.0 KW, domestic installation in nature, since

then the consumer is enjoying the electricity supplied and regularly paying the

energy bill as and when provided by the licensee.

It evident by the record that the licensee has issued average bills from July

2015 to May 2016 due to failure of Energy meter, it is believed that this Authority

is aware of the KERC Regulation which says that in case the energy meter

becomes faulty or reading is not displayed, it will be the obligatory duty of the

licensee to replace the faulty energy meter with good energy meter;

27,04 METER NOT RECORDING

(i) During the inspection / testing by the Licensee, if the meter is found to be not

recording (for ony reosons other thon tampering) the Consumer shall be biiled for
o period of not more thon six billing months preceding the date of inspection /
testing and up to the dote of replacement or rectificotion of the meter on the basis

of the overoge energy consumption of the immediotely preceding 3(three) billing

months when the meter wos recording properly in oddition to demand / fixed

chorges.

From reading the above regulation it emerges that the licensee ought to have

considered the demand recorded in the immediate preceding months i.e. Jan-15

to Nov-L5 the energy meter of the installation was running good in this period
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therefore it would be just and proper to consider the demand recorded of this

period instead of incurring exorbitant odhoc bills.

27.04 (vii) All meters not recording shall be reploced or repoired within o

moximum period of L5 doys from the date of report by the Consumer / employees

of the Licensee. ln case the same is not done, the Licensee sholl pay o rebate of

5 % on the monthly energy bills issued as per the opplicable clouses of the obove

toble ofier the expiry of the obove 15 doy's period till the meter is replaced.

There is a stipulated time frame to replace the MNR meter; since the licensee has

failed to replace the same the consumer is eligible for rebate of 5% on the

monthly energy bills.

KERC (Licensee's Standard of Performance) Regulations 2004

Schedule I (5) Meter Complaints

Reploce slow, creeping or stuck meters, indicotive moximum time limit for
rendering service is within 10 dovs.

ln this case the licensee has failed and also shown undue negligence in replacing

the faulty energy meter within the prescribed time, which on later date has lead

to reflect huge bills.

The regulation also mandates the licensee that the faulty meter should be

replaced with in a period of 10 days, in this case the licensee has not provided the

energy meter even after Twenty Eight clear months at lasu in order to shield its

inefficiency the licensee has raised a short claim, therefore the licensee

concerned individual has failed to follow the guidelines incorporated in the

Conditions of Supply.

ln similar case the Punjab State Commission has imposed a whopping

Rs 1,00,000/- as penalty for the "delay" has not only caused ,,unnecessary
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harassment" to the consumer but has also resulted in revenue loss. The

commission in its order has observed "non-compliance of Standard of

Performance is not only default of individual official or officer but is the result of

overall unscientific and defective policy of the distribution licensee regarding

procurement of meters and absence of suitable mechanism for expeditious

replacement of defective or burnt meter".

lnspite of regular meter reading the licensee took the matter very casually

making mockery of the "Standard of Performance" laid down by the commission.

The provisional notice is served to us on L8-2-201-7 without any calculation sheet;

when the same was requested to the sub divisional engineer has refused and thus

passed a final order without any hearing, since this case suffer from non

availability of complete information. lt would be just and proper to direct the

licensee to provide the calculation sheet to interpret and to present the case

before this Authority.

ln view of the above it is hereby requested to consider the objection on

merits in the interest of justice.

Date.10-07-2017 with regards

Hubli. \-
gustfi\h/aaaail

/
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